Data confidentiality policies at major social network providers have severely limited researchers' access to largescale datasets. The biggest impact has been on the study of network dynamics, where researchers have studied citation graphs and content-sharing networks, but few have analyzed detailed dynamics in the massive social networks that dominate the web today. In this paper, we present results of analyzing detailed dynamics in a large Chinese social network, covering a period of 2 years when the network grew from its first user to 19 million users and 199 million edges. Rather than validate a single model of network dynamics, we analyze dynamics at different granularities (per-user, percommunity, and network-wide) to determine how much, if any, users are influenced by dynamics processes at different scales. We observe independent predictable processes at each level, and find that the growth of communities has moderate and sustained impact on users. In contrast, we find that significant events such as network merge events have a strong but short-lived impact on users, and they are quickly eclipsed by the continuous arrival of new users.
INTRODUCTION
A number of interrelated processes drive dynamics in social networks. A deeper understanding of these processes Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. IMC '12, November 14-16, 2012 can allow us to better model and predict structure and dynamics in social networks. In turn, improved models and predictors have numerous practical implications on the design of infrastructure, applications, and security mechanisms for social networks.
Details of these dynamic processes are best studied in the context of today's massive Online Social Networks (OSNs), e.g. Facebook [38] , LinkedIn [24] , and Renren [13] . Unfortunately, the providers of large social networks generally consider their dynamic network data to be trade secrets, and have few incentives to make such data available for research. Instead, studies have analyzed citation networks [22] , content sharing networks [18] , and high level statistics of social networks [1] . Others [21, 26, 10] sought to validate generative models such as preferential attachment (PA) [5] .
Our goal is to better understand in detail the evolutionary dynamics in a social network. This includes not only the initial growth process during a social network's formation, but also the ongoing dynamics afterwards, as the network matures. Much of the prior work in this area, including generative graph models and efforts to validate them [5, 21, 26, 10] , has focused on capturing network dynamics as a single process. In contrast, we are interested in the question "how are individual user dynamics influenced by processes at different scales?" How much are the dynamics of users influenced by external forces and events, such as the activities of friends in communities they belong to, or by large-scale events that occur at the network level?
In this work, we explore these questions empirically through a detailed analysis of social network dynamics at multiple scales: at the individual user level, at the level of user communities, and at the global network level. We study a dynamic graph, i.e. a sequence of detailed timestamped events that capture the ongoing growth of a large Chinese online social network. With over 220 million users, it is the largest social network in China, and provides functionality similar to Facebook. We focus our analysis on first two years of its growth, from its first user in November 2005, to December 2007 when it had over 19 million members. This captures the network's initial burst of growth, as well as a period of more sustained growth and evolution. Our anonymized data includes timestamps of all events, including the creation of 19 million user accounts and 199 million edges. This dataset is notable because of three features: its scale, the absolute time associated with each event, and a rare network merge event, when the network merged with its largest competitor in December 2006, effectively doubling its size from 600K users to 1.3 million users in a single day.
Our analysis of network dynamics in this dataset focuses on three different levels of granularity: nodes, communities, and networks. At each level, we search for evidence of impact on user behavior. Along the way, we also make a number of intriguing observations about dynamic processes in network communities and network-wide events.
Individual Nodes. The creation of links between individual users has been studied in a number of contexts, and is long believed to be driven by generative models based on the principle of preferential attachment, i.e. users prefer to connect to nodes with higher degree [5] . Our goal is to extend the analysis of this model with respect to two new dimensions. First, preferential attachment defines how a sequence of edges are created in logical order, but how do node dynamics correlate with absolute time? Second, does the strength of the preferential attachment model strengthen or weaken as the network grows in scale and matures?
Communities. Intuitively, the behavior of a user is likely to be significantly impacted by the actions of her friends in the network. This has been previously observed in offline social networks [39] . Our goal is to empirically determine if user activity at the level of communities has a real impact on individual users. To do so, we first implement a way to define and track the evolution of user communities over time. We use the Louvain algorithm [6] to detect communities, track the emergence and dissolution of communities over time, and quantify the correlation of user behavior to the lifetime, size, and activity level of the communities they belong to.
Networks. Finally, we wish to quantify the impact, if any, of network-level events on individual user behavior. By network-level events, we refer to unusual events that affect the entire network, such as the merging of two distinct social networks recorded in our dataset. We analyze user data before and after the merge of our social network and its competitor, and quantify the impact of different factors on user behavior, including duplicate accounts, and user's edge creation preferences over time.
Key Findings.
Our analysis produces several significant findings. First, we find that nodes (users) are most active in building links (friendships) shortly after joining the network. As the network matures, however, we find that new edge creation is increasingly dominated by existing nodes in the system, even though new node arrivals is keeping pace with network growth. Second, we find that influence of the preferential attachment model weakens over time, perhaps reflecting the reduced visibility of each node over time. As the network grows in size, users are less likely to be aware of high degree nodes in the network, and more likely to obey the preferential model with users within a limited neighborhood. Third, at the level of user communities, we find using the Louvain algorithm that users in large communities are more active in creating friends and stay active for a longer time. In addition, we found that a combination of community structural features can predict the short-term "death" of a community with more than 75% accuracy.
Finally, in our analysis of the network merge event, we use user activity to identify duplicate accounts across the networks. Aside from duplicate accounts, we find that the network merge event has a distinct short-term impact on user activity patterns. Users generate a high burst in edge creation, but the cross-network activity fades and quickly becomes dominated by edge creation generated by new users. Overall, this quickly reduces average distance between the two networks and melds them into a single monolithic network.
NETWORK LEVEL ANALYSIS
We begin our study by first describing the dataset, and performing some basic analysis to understand the impact of network dynamics on first order graph metrics. Our data is an anonymized stream of timestamped events shared with us by a large Chinese social network, whose functionality is similar to those of Facebook, Google+ and Orkut. Our basic measurements in this section set the context for the analysis of more detailed metrics in later sections.
Dataset of Dynamics in a Massive Social Network.
The first edge in our large social network was created on November 21, 2005. The social network was originally built as a communication tool for college students, but expanded beyond schools in November 2007.
Our anonymized dataset encompasses the timestamped creation events of all users and edges in the social network. The dataset covers more than 2 years, starting on November 21, 2005 and ending December 31, 2007 . In all, the dataset includes the creation times of 19,413,375 nodes and 199,563,976 edges. To perform detailed analysis on the social graph, we produce 771 graphs representing daily static snapshots from the timestamped event stream. Note that in this paper, we will use the term node to mean an OSN user and edge to mean a friendship link.
An unusual event happened on December 12, 2006, when our network merged with a second, competing online social network that was created in April 2006. On the merge date, our social network had 624K users with 8.2 million social links, and the second online social network had 670K users with 3 million social links. Wherever possible, we treat the merge as an external event to minimize its impact on our analysis of network growth. We also present detailed analysis of the network merge event in Section 5.
On our network, default user policy limits each user to 1,000 friends. Users may pay a fee in order to increase their friend cap to 2,000. However, prior work by the network has shown that very few users take advantage of such features. We make the same observation about our dataset: the number of users with >1,000 friends is negligibly small.
Network Growth.
Figure 1(a) depicts the growth of the large Chinese social network in terms of the number of nodes and edges added each day. Day 0 is November 21, 2005 . Overall, the network grows exponentially, which is expected for a social network. However, there are a number of real world events that temporarily slow the growth, and manifest as visible artifacts in Figure 1 (a). The two week period starting at day 56 represents the Lunar New Year holiday; a two-month period starting on day 222 accounts for summer vacation; the merge with the competing social network causes a jump in nodes and edges on day 386; additional dips for the lunar new year and summer break are visible starting at days 432 and 587, respectively. In Figure 1 (b), we plot daily growth as a normalized ratio of network size from the previous day. It shows that relative growth fluctuates wildly when the network is small, but stabilizes as rapid growth begins to keep rough pace with network size.
Graph Metrics Over Time.
We now look at how four key graph metrics change over the lifetime of our data stream, and use them to identify structural changes in the large Chinese social network. We monitor average degree, average path length, average clustering coefficient, and assortativity. As before, the analysis of each metric starts from November 21, 2005.
Average Degree. As shown in Figure 1 (c), average node degree grows for much of our observed time period, because the creation of edges between nodes out paces the introduction of new users to the network. When we take a closer look, we see that around days 120, 275, 475 and 650, the average degree grows faster. This means that more edges are created around this time period, which happens to match up nicely with the beginning of new academic semesters over multiple years. On day 305, however, a period of rapid growth in users starts to reduce average degree in the network. This comes from a sudden influx of new users due to several successful publicity campaigns by the social network. Next, on day 386 (December 2006), average degree drops suddenly when 670K loosely connected nodes from a competing social network merges with our social network. Average degree resumes steady growth following the event, again showing edge growth out pacing node growth and increasing network densification [22] .
Average Path Length. We follow the standard practice of sampling nodes to make path length computation tractable on our large social graphs. We compute the average path length over a sample of 1000 nodes from the SCC for each snapshot, and limit ourselves to computing the metric once every three days. As seen in Figure 1(d) , the results are intuitive: path length drops as densification increases (i.e. node degree increases). There is a significant jump when nodes from the second online social network join the large social network on day 386, but the slow drop resumes as densification continues after the merge.
Average Clustering Coefficient. Clustering coefficient is a measure of local density, computed as the ratio of the existing edges between the immediate neighbors of a node over the maximum number of edges possible between them. We plot average clustering coefficient in Figure 1 (e). In early stages of network growth (before day 60), the network was very small and contained a large number of small groups with loose connections between them. Groups often formed local cliques or near-cliques, resulting in high clustering coefficients across the network. Once the network grows in size, average clustering coefficient transitions to a smooth curve and decreases slowly. The network merge produces a small jump, since the competing social network had many small clusters of 3 or 4 nodes that boosted average clustering coefficient.
Assortativity. Finally, we plot assortativity in Figure 1 (f). Assortativity is the probability of a node to connect to other nodes with similar degree, computed as the Pearson correlation coefficient of degrees of all node pairs. In the early stages of the network, the graph is sparse and dominated by a small number of supernodes connecting to many leaf nodes. This produces a strong negative assortativity that fluctuates and then evens out as the network stabilizes in structure. Assortativity evens out at around 0, meaning nodes in our network have no discernible inclination to be friends with nodes of similar or different degree.
Summary.
We observe that the high-level structure of our network solidifies very quickly. Several key properties stabilize after the first 2 months, with others establishing a consistent trend after 100 days. While the notable network merge with a second, competing social network introduces significant changes to network properties, the effects quickly fade with time and continued influx of new users to the merged network.
EDGE EVOLUTION
In this section, we study the behavior of individual nodes in terms of how they build edges over time. Many studies have shown that nodes build edges following the preferential attachment (PA) model [5, 21, 26, 10] . Specifically, when a new node joins the network and creates edges, it chooses the destination of each edge proportionally to the destination's degree. In other words, nodes with higher degrees are more likely to be selected as the destination of new edges, leading to a "rich get richer" phenomenon. Using our dynamic network data, we extend the analysis of this model in two new dimensions. First, while PA defines how a sequence of edges is created in logical order, we seek to understand how node activities correlate with absolute time. Second, we are interested in whether, as the network evolves, the PA model's predictive ability grows or weakens over time.
Time Dynamics of Edge Creation
Edge Inter-arrival.
We begin by analyzing the edge creation process in absolute time, focusing on the speed that nodes add edges. First, we look at the inter-arrival time between edge creation events. For each node, we collect the inter-arrival times between all its edges, then place them into buckets based on the age of the node when the edge was created. We then aggregate all users' data together for each bucket, e.g. the "Month 1" bucket contains all edge inter-arrival times where one or both of the nodes was less than 1 month old.
We plot the results in Figure 2 (a). We observe that the time gap between a node's edge creation events follows a power-law distribution. The scaling exponent is between 1.8 and 2.5, shown in Figure 2 (a). The exponent values can be used in an edge creation gap model. However, it is difficult to evaluate its significance without a direct comparison to data from other networks. Overall, this power-law distribution provides a realistic model of a user's idle time between edge creations at different stages of her lifetime.
Edge Creation Over Lifetime.
The above result motivates us to examine the normalized activity level within each user's lifetime. We plot in Figure 2 (b) the distribution of new edges based on the normalized age of the users involved. To avoid statistical outliers, we consider only nodes with at least 30 days of history in our dataset and degree of at least 20. As expected, users create most of their friendships early on in their lifetimes. Edge creation converges to a constant rate once most offline friends have been found and linked.
Node Age and Edge Creation.
We observe above that nodes tend to generate a significant portion of their edges soon after joining the network. Since most generative graph models use new nodes to drive edge creation, we ask the question "What portion of the new edges created in the network are driven by the arrival of new nodes?" For each day in our dataset, we take each edge created on that day and determine its minimal age, i.e. the minimum age of its two endpoints. The distribution of this value shows what portion of new edges are created by new nodes.
We compute and plot this distribution in Figure 2 (c). We show the relative contribution by nodes of different ages by plotting three stacked percentages, showing the portion of daily new edges with minimal age ≤ 1 day, ≤ 10 days, and ≤ 30 days. We see that when the network is young (≤ 60 days), the vast majority of new edges connect brand new nodes (i.e. 1 day old). As the network stabilizes and matures, that portion quickly drops, and continues to decrease over time. Edges with minimal age of 10-30 days dominate new edges for much of our trace, but their contribution steadily drops over time from 95% around day 100 to 48% by day 770. Note that this drop occurs even after the daily relative network growth has reached a constant level (see Figure 1 (b)). It is reasonable to assume that in today's network (4.5 years past the end of our data), the vast majority of new edges connect mature users who have been in the network for significant amounts of time.
This result in Figure 2 (c) is important, because it shows a dramatic change in the driving force behind edge creation as the network matures. Most generative graph models assume edge creation is driven by new nodes. However, our data indicates that existing models will only accurately capture the early stages of network creation. Capturing the continuous evolution of a mature network requires a model that not only recognizes the contribution of mature nodes in edge creation, but also its continuous change over time.
Strength of Preferential Attachment
Next, we take a look at the preferential attachment model and how well it predicts changes over time and network growth. We follow the method in [21] to measure the strength (or degree) of preferential attachment using edge probability pe (d) . This function defines the probability that an edge chooses its destination with degree d, normalized by the total number of nodes of degree d before this time step: [21] verified this conclusion using synthetic graphs, and also tested the PA model on four real social networks: Flickr, Delicious, Answers, and LinkedIn. The first three networks follow the PA model
α with α ≈ 1, while for LinkedIn, α = 0.6. From these observations, we can define a criterion for detecting preferential attachment: when α → 1, the network grows with a strong preferential attachment, and when α → 0, the edge creation process becomes increasingly random.
Using this criterion, we validate the PA model over time on our large Chinese social network by fitting pe(d) measured at time t to d α(t) and examining α(t) over time. Our study seeks to answer an important question: "Does our network display the same level of preferential attachment consistently over time?" In other words, does α(t) stay constant over time? And if not, is the preferential attachment stronger (or weaker) at a particular stage of network growth?
We make some small adjustments to the computation of pe(d) on our dataset. First, because our data does not state who initiated each friendship link (edge directionality), we perform our test with two scenarios. The first is biased in favor of preferential attachment, because it always selects the higher degree end-point as the destination. The second scenario chooses the destination node randomly from the two end-points. Second, to make the computation tractable on our large number of graph snapshots, we compute pe(d) once after every 5000 new edges. Finally, to ensure statistical significance, we start our analysis when the network reaches a reasonable size, e.g. 600K edges.
Results.
We start by examining whether
is a good fit. For this we use the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the measured pe(d) and the fitted curve. We observe that the MSE decreases with the edge count, ranging from 1.8e-5 to 3.5e-13. This confirms that the fit is tight for the measured edge probability. To illustrate the results,
show the edge probability pe(d) when the network reaches 57M edges, using the two destination selection methods. The corresponding MSEs of the fit are 1.7e-10 and 4.4e-11, respectively. Next, we examine α(t) over time in Figure 3 (c). We make two key observations. First, α(t) when using the higherdegree method is always larger than when using random selection. This is as expected since the former is biased in favor of preferential attachment. More importantly, the difference between the two results is always 0.2. This means that despite the lack of edge destination information, we can still accurately estimate pe(d) from these upper and lower bounds. Second, α(t) decays gradually over time, dropping from 1.25 (when the network first launched) to 0.65 (two years later at 199M edges). Since the number of nodes with node degree 1000 in the last snapshot is very small (0.0001% of the total nodes in the network), we believe the decrease in α(t) is not caused by the hard limit on node degree. This results shows that when the network is young, it grows with a strong preferential attachment. However, as the network becomes larger, its edge creation is no longer driven solely by popularity. Perhaps this observation can be explained by the following intuition. When a social network first launches, connecting with "supernodes" is a key factor driving friendship requests. But as the network grows, it becomes harder to locate supernodes inside the massive network and their significance diminishes. Alternatively, we could explain this phenomenon in another way. When the network is young, a new user is likely to find few of her offline friends to connect to, and "supernodes" easily draw users' attention because of their popularity. As the network grows, users find more and more of their offline friends on the online social network. As a result, users pay more attention to people who they may know instead of popular users.
Finally, we observe a small ripple at the early stage of the network growth, when α(t) experiences a surge on December 12, 2006 (8.26M edges). This is due to the network merge event, which generated a burst of new edges that produce a bump in α(t) for that single day.
Summary of Observations
Our analysis produces three conclusions:
• In a node's lifetime, edge creation rate is highest shortly after joining the network and decreases over time.
• Edge creation in early stages of network growth is driven by new node arrivals, but this trend decreases significantly as the network matures.
• While edge creation follows preferential attachment, the strength degrades gradually as the network expands and matures.
These results set the stage for the following hypothesis. An accurate model to capture the growth and evolution of today's social networks should combine a preferential attachment component with a randomized attachment component. The latter would provide a degree of freedom to capture the gradual deviation from preferential attachment.
COMMUNITY EVOLUTION
In online social networks, communities can be defined as groups of densely connected nodes based on network structure. More specifically, they are groups of nodes where more edges connect nodes in the same community than edges between different communities [29] . Note that these are implicit groups based on structure, and not explicit groups that a user might join or leave. Communities effectively capture "neighborhoods" in the social network. As a result, we believe they represent the best abstraction with which to measure the influence of social neighborhoods on user dynamics. We ask the question, "how do today's social network communities influence their individual members in terms of edge creation dynamics?"
To answer our question, we must first develop a method to scalably identify and track communities as they form, evolve, and dissolve in a dynamic network. There is ample prior work on community detection in static graphs [29, 7, 37, 6] . More recent work has developed several algorithms for tracking dynamic communities across consecutive graph snapshots [17, 32, 23, 35, 34] . Some of these techniques are limited in scale by computational cost, others require external information to locate communities across snapshots of the network.
In the remainder of this section, we describe our technique for scalably identifying and tracking communities over time based on network structure. We then present our findings on community dynamics in our social network, including community formation, dissolution, merging, and splitting. Finally, we analyze community-level dynamics, and use our detected communities to quantify the correlation between node and community-level dynamics. To make computation tractable across our large dataset, we choose a modified Louvain algorithm to produce the large majority of our results. To ensure that our choice of community detection algorithm does not significantly bias our results, we validate a portion of our findings using a second community detection algorithm that does not rely on modularity.
Tracking Communities over Time
Tracking communities in the presence of network dynamics is a critical step in our analysis of network dynamics at different scales. Prior work proved that dynamic community tracking is an NP-hard problem [35] . Current dynamic community tracking algorithms [17, 32, 23, 35, 34, 11] are approximation algorithms that "track" a community over multiple snapshots based on overlap with an incarnation in a previous snapshot. For scalability and efficiency, we use the similarity-based community tracking mechanism [11] for our analysis. In this section, we first introduce background on community detection algorithms and related definitions.
Then, we briefly describe our mechanism, which is a modified version of [11] that provides tighter community tracking across snapshots using the incremental version of the Louvain algorithm [6] . At a high level, we use incremental Louvain to detect and track communities over snapshots, and use community similarity to determine when and how communities have evolved.
Background.
Communities can be defined based on network structure as groups of well-connected nodes. There are dense connections inside communities but sparse connections between communities [29] . Modularity [27] is a widely used metric to quantify how well a network can be clustered into communities. It is defined as the difference between the fraction of edges falling in communities and the expected fraction when edges are randomly connected. It is formally defined in Equation 2, where A is the adjacency matrix (A ij = 1 if node i and j are connected, and Aij = 0 otherwise), ki is the degree of node i, m is the total number of edges and δ(ci, cj) = 1 if node i and j are in the same community and δ(ci, cj ) = 0 otherwise. The value of modularity should be between -1 and 1, and a large modularity means the network can be well clustered into communities.
Several algorithms are designed to optimize modularity. [29] proposes a simple method to optimize modularity, reducing complexity to O(n 3 ). [28] improves the algorithm further using hierarchical clustering method and its complexity is O(n 2 ). [7] further reduces the complexity to O(m · d · log(n)) using balanced binary trees and max heaps. [37] improves the computation efficiency by avoiding unbalanced partitions.
Similarity-based Community Tracking.
Louvain [6] is a scalable community detection algorithm that significantly improves both modularity and efficiency using greedy local modularity optimization. It uses a bottom up approach that iteratively groups nodes and communities together, and migrates nodes between communities until the improvement to modularity falls below a threshold δ. To the best of our knowledge, Louvain is the only community detection algorithm that scale to graphs with tens of millions of nodes 1 . Our approach leverages the fact that Louvain can be run in incremental mode, where communities from the current snapshot are used to bootstrap the initial assignments in the next snapshot. Given how sensitive community detection is to even small changes in modularity, this approach enables more accurate tracking of communities by providing a strong explicit tie between snapshots. Finally, we follow the lead of [11] , and track communities over time by computing the similarity between communities. Similarity is quantified as community overlap and is computed using set intersection via the Jaccard coefficient.
Community Evolution Events.
Using similarity to track communities allows us to detect major community events, including their birth, death, merges, and splits. We define a community A splits at snapshot i when A is the highest correlated community to at least two communities 
When a community A splits into multiple communities X1, X2...Xn, we designate Xj as the updated A in the new snapshot, where Xj is the new community who shares the highest similarity with A. We say that all other communities in the set were "born" in the new snapshot. Similarly, if multiple communities merge into a single community A, we consider A to have evolved from the community that it shared the highest similarity with. All other communities are considered to have "died" in the snapshot.
Choosing δ.
The δ threshold in Louvain is an important parameter that controls the trade off between quality of community detection and sensitivity to dynamics. If δ is too small, the algorithm is too sensitive, and over-optimizes to any changes in the network, needlessly disrupting the tracking of communities. If δ is too large, the process terminates before it optimizes modularity, and it produces inaccurate communities.
Choosing the best value for δ means optimizing for the dual metrics of high modularity and robustness (insensitivity) to slight network dynamics. First, we use network-wide modularity as a measure of modularity optimization for a given δ value. Second, to capture robustness to network dynamics, we use community similarity [11] : the ratio of common nodes in two communities to the total number of different nodes in both communities. More specifically, for two consecutive snapshots, we compute the average similarity between communities that exist in both snapshots. We run the Louvain algorithm on our snapshots using several different δ threshold values, and select the best δ that generates both good modularity and strong similarity. We repeat this procedure on shrinking ranges of δ until modularity and similarity can no longer be improved.
Sensitivity Analysis.
We run the Louvain algorithm on our dynamic graph snapshots generated every 3 days. We start from Day 20, when the network is large enough (64 nodes) to support communities, and only consider communities larger than 10 nodes to avoid small cliques.
We scale δ between 0.0001 and 0.3, and plot the resulting modularity and average similarity in Figure 4 . As shown in Figure 4 (a), in all snapshots the modularity for all thresholds is more than 0.4. According to prior work [20] , modularity ≥ 0.3 indicates that our social network has significant community structure. As expected, a threshold around 0.01 is sensitive enough for Louvain to produce communities with good modularity. Note that the big jump in modularity on Day 386 is due to the network merge event.
Figure 4(b) shows that thresholds 0.0001 and 0.001 produce lower values of average similarity (i.e. they are less robust and more sensitive) compared to higher thresholds between 0.1 and 0.3. Thus, Louvain with δ > 0.01 generates relatively good stability of communities between snapshots.
Lastly, we examine whether detected communities are highly sensitive to the choice of δ. As an example, Figure 4(c) plots the distribution of community sizes observed on Day 602. The conclusion from this figure is that once the threshold exceeds 0.01, the impact of δ on community size is reduced to a minimum. The same conclusion applies to other snapshots as well.
Based on the results in Figure 4 , we repeat the Louvain algorithm within a finer threshold range of 0.01 to 0.1. We find that a threshold value of 0.04 provides the best balance between high modularity and similarity. We use δ = 0.04 to track and measure dynamic communities in the rest of our analysis on the dataset.
Community Statistics Over Time
We now leverage the Louvain-based community tracking technique to analyze the dynamic properties of our social network communities. We begin in this section by looking at the community size distribution, how it changes over time, and the distribution of lifetimes for all communities. In Section 4.3, we take a closer look at the dynamic processes of community merges and splits. We explore the possibility of predicting community death from observed dynamics. Finally, in Section 4.4, we analyze the impact of community membership on individual user dynamics, and gauge how and to what extent community dynamics are observed to have influenced individual user dynamics.
Community Size.
The size distribution of communities is an important property that reflects the level of clustering in the network structure. Since the network is constantly evolving, we can compute a community size distribution for each snapshot in time. We already observed in Figure 4 (c) that the distribution of community sizes follows a power-law. Our goal is to understand not only the instantaneous community size distribution, but also how the distribution changes over time as the network evolves. Thus, we compute the distributions for days 401, 602, and 770; 3 specific snapshots roughly evenly spaced out in our dataset following the network merge event. We plot the resulting community size distributions in Figure 5 (a). The figure shows that the three snapshots consist of a large number of small communities and a long tail of large communities, consistent with the power-law distribution. This is consistent with other daily snapshots as well. More importantly, these snapshots show a gradual trend towards larger communities. Over the year of time between snapshots 401 and 770, the number of small communities shrunk by an order of magnitude. In turn, the sizes of the largest communities increase significantly.
To take a closer at how communities grow over time, we focus on the portion of the network that is covered by a small number of the largest communities. We take the top five communities sorted by size, and plot the percentage of the overall network they contain in Figure 5(b) . We see that their coverage of the network shows a clear and sustained growth over time. They grow from less than 30% around day 100 to more than 60% of the entire network by the end of our dataset. Over time, this trend seems to indicate that as the network matures, connectivity becomes uniformly strong throughout the main connected component, while distinctions between communities fade.
Community Lifetime.
In a dynamic network, how long a community remains in the network is another important statistical property. By using our community identification method between snapshots, we measure the distribution of community lifetime. Figure 5(c) shows that most of the communities only stay in the network for a very short period of time. Specifically, 20% of communities have lifetimes of less than a day, meaning that they disappear in the next snapshot after they are first detected. 60% of the communities have lifetimes less than 30 days, at which point they are merged into other communities. This shows an extremely high level of dynamics at the community level.
Community Merging and Splitting
Community merging and splitting are the main reasons underlying community death and birth. Therefore, understanding these processes in detail is critical to understanding dynamics at the community level as a whole. We study these processes in detail, with three questions in mind: What factors influence the split and merge processes for communities? What features, if any, are good indicators for whether a community will merge soon? Finally, can we predict which communities will merge together?
First, we study whether community size impacts splitting or merging. For splitting events, we only consider the largest two communities resulting from the split. Similarly for merge events, we focus on the two largest communities merging to become one community. We use as a metric the ratio of the size of the second largest community to the size of the largest community. The smaller the ratio is, the larger the size difference is between the two communities. In Figure 6(a) , we plot the ratio of community splitting with a red line and community merging with a black line. We observe that for 78% of merged community pairs, this ratio is less than 0.005. This reflects that for most merge events, there is a large size discrepancy between the smaller community and a larger community. This is consistent with our observation that small communities tend to disappear over time, while the biggest communities continue to grow in size.
The community splitting process acts in a totally different manner. The red line in Figure 6 (a) shows that the ratio for 68% split communities pairs are more than 0.5. Thus, when a community splits into smaller communities, the community tends to split into two comparable size communities. One possible explanation for this observation is that users only have a finite amount of time or energy to devote to online friendships, e.g. an online version of Dunbar's Number [9] . Once a community grows beyond this number, existing users cannot continue to add more friends. This leads to non-uniform distribution of new edges as users arrive, which creates pockets of stronger connectivity in the community and fragments it. The limit in social relationships has been observed in prior measurement studies [38] .
Predicting Merging.
Since community merge is the only reason causing the death of the communities, we are curious whether there are any structural features specific to the merge process, and whether we can accurately predict if a community is going to merge with another in the next snapshot. We identify three structural metrics, including community size, in-degree ratio, the ratio of the edges inside a community over the sum of the degrees of nodes in the , and a community tends to split into two communities of comparable sizes. (b) The accuracy of our prediction on whether a community will merge with another in the next snapshot. We achieve a reasonably good accuracy of 75%. (c) With very high probability (99%), a community merges with the community that has the most edge connections (or the strongest tie) to itself. community, and the similarity of a community to itself in the previous snapshot (defined in Section 4.1).
Since these metrics evolve over time, we also consider short-term changes in these features as additional factors. For example, consider the community size feature. We can identify its first order change indicator as a feature: if a community is smaller than its incarnation in the previous snapshot, we use -1 to indicate the decrease. Similarly, we use 1 to mark an increase and 0 to mark no change. For each metric, we can also consider its second order change indicator. If the change in community size from snapshot i − 1 to i is larger than the size change from snapshot i − 2 to i − 1, we use 1 to indicate acceleration in this metric. Similarly, we use -1 to mark a deceleration in this metric. In total, we start with the three basic metrics and add on their standard deviation, their first order change indicator, and their second order change indicator.
Leveraging these feature metrics, we can now predict whether a community will merge with another in the next snapshot. Specifically, we apply a support vector machine over these features, together with the age of each community. For consistency, we do not consider communities created on the day of the network merge with the competing network because those changes are driven by external events. To examine the accuracy of our prediction, we compute two metrics: 1) the ratio of the number of communities predicted to merge in the next snapshot to the number of communities who actually merge, and 2) the ratio of the number of communities predicted to not merge in the next snapshot to the number of communities who do not merge. Figure 6 (b) plots our two accuracy metrics as a function of the community age. They show that our method achieves reasonable prediction accuracy. It achieves an average accuracy of 75% in predicting community merges and 77% in predicting no merges. This means that we can reliably track communities' short-term evolution.
We are also interested in predicting which destination community a given community will merge into. After examining each merged community pair, we make an interesting observation. With a very high probability (99%), a community i will merge with another community j that has the largest number of edges to i, or the strongest tie with i. Figure 6 (c) illustrates this trend by plotting red dots for all merge events where a community merges with the peer with the strongest tie, and a green triangle otherwise. The results show that the trend is consistent over time. Thus, we conclude that the inter-community edge count is a reliable metric for predicting the destination of community merges.
Impact of Community on Users
To understand how communities impact users' activity, we compare edge creation behaviors of users inside communities to those outside of any community. Overall, our results show that community users score higher on all dimensions of activity measures, confirming the positive influence of community on users.
Edge Inter-arrival Time. Figure 7 (a) plots the CDF of edge inter-arrival times for community and noncommunity users. We observe that users within different communities display similar edge inter-arrival statistics, and merge their results into a single CDF curve for clarity. The considerable distance between the two curves confirms that community users are more enthusiastic in expanding their social connections than non-community users.
User Lifetime.
Next, we examine how long users stay active after joining the network, and whether engagement in a community drives up a user's activity span. We define a user i's lifetime as the gap between the time i builds her last edge and the time i joins the network. Figure 7 (b) plots the CDF of user lifetime for users in different size communities as well as non-community users. [x, y] represents communities of size between x and y. We find that the lifetime distribution depends heavily on the size of the community. The larger the community is, the longer its constituent user's lifetimes are. Compared to noncommunity users, users engaging in a community tend to stay active for a longer period of time. This confirms the positive impact of community on users.
In-Degree Ratio.
Although we know that communities have more edges inside than outside statistically, we want to quantify how each user within each community connect to each other. We compute each user's in-degree ratio, i.e. the ratio of her edge count within her community to her degree. Figure 7(c) shows the CDF of the in-degree ratio for users in communities of different sizes. We observe that users in larger communities have a larger in-degree ratio, indicating that they form a greater percentage of edges within their own community. In particular, 11-30% of nodes only interact with peers in their own communities. These results show that like offline communities, online social communities also encourage users to interact "locally" with peers sharing mutual interests.
Verification by Alternative Community Detection Algorithm
One concern with our work is whether our results are strongly biased by our choice of community detection algorithm. Since our incremental Louvain approach is the only algorithm able to process our large dataset, we choose to validate a small subset of our results using an alternative algorithm for community detection.
We select the Absolute Potts Model (APM) community detection algorithm [31] . This algorithm detects communities by minimizing a metric from Potts model, which describes the network energy under such network partition. The formal definition of this metric for unweighted graphs is shown in Equation 3 , where Aij is the element of adjacency matrix, Jij = (1 − Aij) is the missing edge in this network and σi is the community which node i belongs to. If node i and node j are in the same community, i.e. σi = σj, δ(σi, σj) is 1; otherwise, it is 0. γ is used to weight the strength of the missing edges, which is 0.0001 in our experiment.
Because of the significant computational costs, we run the APM community detection algorithm on our first-year network data, i.e. from snapshot 20 to snapshot 383. Then we run the measurement in Figure 7 on communities detected by APM, and present all of the results in Figure 8 . Figure 8(a) shows the CDF of edge inter-arrival time of users in communities and users out of communities. We find that users in communities are more active in creating new connections compared to those outside of communities. Figure 8(b) shows the node lifetime distribution in communities of different sizes. We observe that users in larger communities have longer lifetimes. The edge in-degree ratio distribution in Figure 8(c) shows that users in larger communities are more likely to connect users inside the same community than users outside the community. All these results are qualitatively consistent with the observations in Figure 7 . This confirms our results on community membership's impact on user activity. But more broadly, it provides evidence that our choice of that community detection algorithms does not significantly skew our analytical results.
Summary of Results
Our efforts on tracking and analyzing the evolution of communities lead to the following key findings:
• Our social network displays a strong community structure, and the size of the communities follows the powerlaw distribution.
• The majority of communities are short-lived, and within a few days they quickly merge into other larger communities. These merge events can be reliably predicted using structural features and dynamic metrics.
• The membership to a community has significant influence on users' activity. Compared to stand-alone users, community users create edges more frequently, exhibit a longer lifetime, and tend to interact more with peers in the same community.
MERGING OF TWO OSNS
On December 12, 2006, our large Chinese OSN merged with a second competing online social network in China. This combined entity became the largest Chinese online social network that exists today. Our access to the graph topological and temporal data that characterizes this merge gives us a unique opportunity to study how this networklevel event impacts users' activity. For clarity, we refer to our original social network as network X and the competitor it merged with as network Y .
In this section, we analyze the forces at work during the merge. First, we look at the edge creation activity of users over time in order to isolate users that have become inactive. This enables us to estimate how many duplicate accounts there were between network X and network Y . Second, we examine edge creation patterns within and between the two OSNs, and show that user preferences vary by OSN and over time. We observe that the merge is the primary driver of new edge creation for only a short time; edges to new users that joined the combined network after the merge rapidly take over as the driving force. Finally, we calculate the distance between users in each group to quantify when the two distinct OSNs become a single whole. We calculate that the average path length from one OSN to the other drops rapidly in the days following the merge, even when edges to new users are ignored. This demonstrates that the two OSNs quickly become a single, indistinguishable whole.
Background
Our original Chinese social network opened for business in November 2005 to university students. Before the two networks merged, network X counted 624K active users and 8.2M edges. Network Y was a competing OSN created in April 2006 that also targeted university students. Before the merge, network Y included 670K active users and 3M edges.
On December 12, 2006 , the two OSNs officially merged into a single OSN. During the actual merge event, both OSNs were "locked" to prevent modification by users, and all information from network Y was imported and merged into network X's databases. Starting the next day, users could log-in to the combined system and send friend requests normally, e.g. users with profiles in network X could friend users in network Y and vice versa. New users just joining the system would not notice any difference between profiles of users from the two networks.
Since both networks targeted university students, it was inevitable that some users would have duplicate profiles after the merge. Network X used users' registration emails to identify whether a user has a duplicate profile in network Y . If a user uses one email to register both networks, the new merged social network allowed the user to choose which profile they wanted to keep during their first log-in to the site after the merge.
Definitions.
In this section, we investigate the details of the merge between the two networks. To facilitate this analysis, we classify the edges created after the merge into three different groups. External edges connecting users from network X to users in network Y , whereas internal edges connect users within the same OSN. New edges connect a user in either OSN with a new user who joined the combined network after the merge. Time based measurements are presented in "days after the merge," e.g. one day after the merge is day 387 in absolute terms, since the merge occurs during day 386 of our dataset.
Measuring the Merge
User Activity Over Time.
We start our analysis by examining the number of active users in both OSNs over time. We define a user as "active" if it has created an edge within the last t days. In our data, 99% of users create at least one edge every 94 days (on average), hence we use that as our activity threshold t. Figure 9 (a) shows the number of active users over time for network X, while Figure 9 (b) focuses on network Y users. Each "all edges" line highlights the number of users actively creating edges in each group. Although we have 384 days of data after the merge, the x-axis of Figures 9(a) and 9(b) only extends 290 days. Since our minimum activity threshold is 94 days, we cannot determine whether users have become inactive during the tail of our dataset.
We now address the question: how many duplicate accounts were there on both OSNs? Users with accounts on both services were prompted to choose one account or the other on their first log-in to the combined OSN after the merge. However, the discarded accounts were not deleted from the graph. Thus, it is likely that any accounts that are inactive on the first day after the merge are discarded, duplicate accounts.
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) reveal that 11% of network X accounts and 28% of network Y accounts are immediately inactive. Thus, it is likely that at least 39% of users had duplicate accounts between the two networks before the merge. Interestingly, users demonstrate a strong preference for keeping network X accounts over network Y accounts.
As time goes on, the number of active accounts in each group continues to drop. Presumably, these users lose interest in the merged network and stop generating new friend relationships. After 284 days, the number of inactive network X accounts doubles to 23%, while 52% of network Y accounts are inactive. The relative decrease in active accounts over time (12% on network X versus 24% on network Y demonstrates that network X users are more committed to maintaining their OSN presence. This observation corresponds to our earlier finding that users with duplicate accounts tended to keep their network X accounts. Network X users form a self-select population of more active OSN users when compared to network Y users.
The "new users," "internal," and "external" lines give the first glimpse of the types of connections favored by users in both OSNs. For each line, a user is considered active only if they have created an edge of the corresponding type in the last 94 days. Users in both graphs show similar preferences: edges to new users are most popular, followed by internal and then external edges. The large activity gap between internal and external edges highlights the strong homophily among each group of users. Internal and external edge creation activity declines more rapidly than edges to new users. This makes sense intuitively: the number of users in the two networks is static, and hence the pool of possible friends slowly drops over time as edges are created.
Edge Creation Over Time.
Next, we switch focus to look at the characteristics of edges, rather than individual users. By looking at the relative amounts of internal, external, and edges to new users that are created each day, we can identify what types of connections are driving the dynamic growth of the network after the merge. Figure 9 (c) shows the number of internal, external, and new edges created per day. Initially, internal and external edges are more numerous than edges to new users. However, 3 days after the merge new edges begin to outnumber external edges, and by day 19 new edges out pace internal edges as well. This result demonstrates that new users quickly become the primary driver of edge creation, as opposed to new edges between older, established users. This is not surprising: since the merged network is growing exponentially, the number of new users eventually dwarfs the sizes of network X and network Y , which remain static.
Note that this result does not conflict with the results presented in Section 3. Section 3 examines the edge creation patterns over the lifetime of all users in our data. In this section, we are comparing the edge creation patterns of users who existed before the merge to everyone who joined after. Thus, the age "buckets" in this section are very course.
We now ask the question: are there differences between the types of edges created by network X and network Y users? Although Figure 9 (c) demonstrates that internal edges always outnumber external edges, the reality of the situation is more complicated when the edges are separated by OSN. Figure 10 (a) plots the ratio of internal to external edges over time for network X and network Y . Initially, users on both OSNs favor creating internal edges (i.e. the ratio is >1). However, by day 16, the ratio for network Y users starts to permanently favor external edges. The reason for this strange result is that network X users create more than twice as many edges than network Y users. In our dataset, network X users create 3.9 million internal edges, while network Y users only create 1.5 million. However, unlike internal edges, external edges affect the statistics for both groups. Thus, the number of external edges (2.2 million total in our dataset) is driven by the more active user base. Even though network X users create less external edges than internal edges, the number is still proportionally greater than the number of internal edges created between network Y users. The "both" line in Figure 10 (a) is always >1 because network X users create more edges overall, which pushes the average upwards. Figure 10 (b) plots the ratio of edges to new users versus external edges over time for both networks. This plot reveals that the inflection point where users switch from preferring external edges to new edges is different for the two OSNs. The ratio becomes ≥1 for network X 5 days after the merge, whereas network Y takes 32 days. Despite these differences, both OSNs demonstrate the same overall trend for the ratio to eventually tip heavily in favor of edges to new users.
Distance Between the two networks.
Finally, we examine the practical consequences of edge creation between the two networks. Our goal is to answer the question: at what point do the two networks become so interconnected that they can no longer be considered separate graphs?
To answer this question, we calculate the distance, in hops, between users in each group. Intuitively, the distance between the groups should decrease over time as 1) more external edges are created, and 2) more internal edges increase the connectivity of users with external edges. In our experiments, we select 1,000 random users from each OSN on each day after the merge and calculate the shortest path from each of them to any user in the opposite OSN. Thus, the lowest value possible in this experiment is 1, e.g. the randomly selected user has an external edge directly to a user in the opposite OSN. New users and edges to new users are not considered in these tests. Figure 10 (c) shows that the average path length between the two OSNs rapidly declines over time. Although average path lengths for both OSNs initially start above 3 hops, within 47 days average path lengths are <2. Path lengths from network X to network Y are uniformly shorter, and by the end of the experiment the average path length is <1. 5 .
The distance between networks X and Y rapidly approaches an asymptotic lower bound in Figure 10 (c). Once this bound is reached, it is apparent that the graphs can become no closer. We conclude that by day 50, when both lines begin to approach the lower bound, the two networks can no longer be considered separate OSNs. These results demonstrate how quickly the two disjoint OSNs can merge into a single whole, even when edge creation is biased in favor of internal edges (see Figure 10(a) ).
Summary of Results
Our analysis produces several high-level conclusions:
• There were a large number of duplicate accounts between the two networks that become inactive immediately after the merge.
• Edges to new nodes quickly become the driving force behind edge creation.
• Despite user's preference against external edges, the two networks very quickly merge into a single, wellconnected graph.
We also observe that the merge alters user's edge creation patterns for a short time (until equilibrium is restored):
• The total number of edges created per day increases, driven by the sudden appearance of so many new users.
• Users' preferences for internal/external edges changes drastically in the days following the merge.
• Network X users are more active than network Y users. Thus, the external edges created between network X and network Y force network Y users to become more active than they normally would be.
RELATED WORK

Dynamic OSN Measurement.
Several studies have measured basic dynamic properties of graphs. [22] analyzed four citation and patent graphs, and proposed the forest fire model to explain the observed graph densification and shrinking diameter. [21] studied details of dynamics in four OSNs to confirm preferential attachment and triangle closure features. Similar conclusions were reached by studies on Flickr [26] and a social network aggregator [10] . [16] measured network temporal radius and found out that there is a gelling point to distribution. In addition, [2] measured weighted dynamic graphs, [1] analyzed the growth of a Korean OSN, and [36] considered temporal user interactions as graph edges instead of static friendship. Finally, [12, 18] analyzed blogspace dynamics.
Some studies focused on analyzing social network dynamics through explicitly defined groups [4, 40, 14] or disconnected components [19, 25, 15] . [18] tried to identify blog communities and detect bursts in different temporal snapshots. [30] utilized the clique percolation method [8] to identify overlapping community dynamics in mobile and citation graphs. Unlike these studies, our work focuses on the evolution of implicit communities in a densely connected, largescale social graph.
Dynamic Community Detection and Tracking Algorithms.
There are two approaches to detecting and tracking dynamic communities. One approach is to minimize the self-defined temporal cost of communities between snapshots. [35] proved that this problem is NP-hard and then several works [35, 34, 23] proposed approximation algorithms. However, these algorithms only scale to graphs with thousands of nodes. [32] and [17] propose dynamic community detection algorithms that scale to graphs with hundreds of thousands of nodes. The drawback of [32] is that it cannot track individual community evolution.
The other approach is to match communities detected by static community detection algorithms across temporal snapshots. [11] maps communities between snapshots if their similarity is higher than a threshold. [3, 33] tracks communities between snapshots based on critical community events. These algorithms do not consider any temporal correlation when detecting communities between snapshots.
CONCLUSION
This work presents a detailed analysis of user dynamics in a large Chinese online social network, using a dataset that covers the creation of 19 million users and 199 million edges over a 25-month period. More specifically, we focus on analyzing edge dynamics at different levels of scale, including dynamics at the level of individual users, dynamics involving the merge and split of communities, and dynamics involving the merging of two independent online social networks.
Our analysis produced a number of interesting findings of dynamics at different scales. First, at the individual node level, we found that the preferential attachment model gradually weakens in impact as the network grows and matures. In fact, edge creation in general becomes increasingly driven by connections between existing nodes as the network matures, even as node growth keeps pace with the growth in overall network size. Second, at the community level, we use an incremental version of the popular Louvain community detection algorithm to track communities across snapshots. We empirically analyze the birth, growth, and death of communities across merge and split events, and show that community merges can be predicted with reasonable accuracy using structural features and dynamic metrics such as acceleration in community size. Finally, we analyze detailed dynamics following a unique event merging two comparably-sized social networks, and observe that its impact, while significant in the short term, quickly fades with the constant arrival of new nodes to the system. While our results from this network may not generalize to all social networks, our analysis provides a template for understanding the dynamic processes that are active at different scales in many complex networks. A significant takeaway from our work is that the actions of individual users are not only driven by dynamic processes at the node-level, but are also significantly influenced by events at the community and network levels. A comprehensive understanding or model of an evolving network must account for changes at the network and community levels and their impact on individual users.
